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From	9-5,	I’m	the	Director	of	Education	and	Outreach	at	the	Canadian	Centre	for	Policy	Alternatives,	Canada’s	

leading	–though	I	am	admittedly	quite	biased	–	progressive	think	tank.	In	that	capacity,	I	look	at	our	schools,	

workplaces,	homes	and	communities,	and	the	policies	and	programs	that	would	help	reverse	socioeconomic	

inequality.	My	primary	focus	is	education	and	kids	but	–	I’m	not	a	child	care	expert.		

However,	I	am	a	parent,	a	feminist,	a	

community	activist,	a	union	member,	a	shop	

steward,	and	a	vocal	proponent	for	a	strong,	

universal,	public,	fully-funded	social	safety	net.	And	

because	family	and	work	are	intrinsically	linked,	and	

because	the	personal	is	deeply	political,	I	also,	from	

time	to	time,	advocate	for	a	national	system	of	

universal	child	care	and	early	childhood	education;	

one	that’s	flexible,	community-responsive	and	child-

centred,	staffed	by	well-paid,	well-trained	and	well-supported	professionals.		

My	family’s	child	care	journey	started	in	2004	when,	newly	pregnant,	my	partner	and	I	divided	up	the	

lengthy,	not-yet-centralized	database	of	child	care	centres	in	Ottawa	and	started	calling	to	be	placed	on	waiting	

lists	18	months	before	we	would	need	a	space.	“Oh,	how	organized	of	you,”	we	were	told	more	than	once.	“But	

I	hate	to	say	that	it’s	not	going	to	do	you	any	

good.”	At	the	time,	we	were	300th	on	the	list.	

Two	years	later,	that	number	seemed	like	

peanuts	as	the	list	had	swollen	to	over	10,000	

names.		

We	were	lucky,	though.	Once	our	

daughter	was	born,	unionized	workplaces	

provided	us	with	benefits	and	allowed	us	to	split	

the	year	of	parental	leave.	And	I’d	like	to	give	a	

shout-out	to	the	Canadian	Union	of	Postal	

From	that	first	day	in	the	infant	room	I	never	
doubted	that	our	daughter	was	being	cared	
for	in	the	best	possible	way;	that	she	was	
learning	from	every	single	activity	and	from	
every	single	person	in	that	room;	that	every	
day	she	was	reminded	of	this	fundamental	
lesson:	we	must	look	after	and	learn	from	
each	other	for	all	of	us	to	succeed.	



Workers	for	having	the	foresight	and	commitment	to	solidarity	to	have	won	maternity	top-up	pay	for	their	

members	back	in	1981,	a	huge	benefit	to	thousands	of	parents	in	workplaces	across	the	country	today.		

Then,	at	the	10-month-mark,	a	space	

opened	up	at	a	parent	co-operative,	

neighbourhood	child	care	centre	–a	purpose-

built	facility	filled	with	windows,	an	on-site	

cook,	satellite	programs	with	neighbourhood	

schools,	and	an	experienced,	unionized	staff.	

We	jumped	at	it,	and	have	never,	for	a	

moment,	regretted	the	decision	that	provided	

us,	immediately,	with	a	network	of	support,	

knowledge,	and	understanding.	And	from	that	first	day	in	the	infant	room	I	never	doubted	that	our	daughter	

was	being	cared	for	in	the	best	possible	way;	that	she	was	learning	from	every	single	activity	and	from	every	

single	person	in	that	room;	that	every	day	she	was	reminded	of	this	fundamental	lesson:	we	must	look	after	and	

learn	from	each	other	for	all	of	us	to	succeed.	

I’m	not	exaggerating	when	I	say	that	our	experience	with	daycare	was	life-changing	for	all	of	us.	

Including,	I	should	add,	my	admittedly	old-school	parents	for	whom	this	was	unchartered	territory.	Mom’s	

background	as	a	teacher	made	her	an	easy	convert	but,	to	be	honest,	I	think	it	was	the	menu	posted	in	the	front	

hall	of	the	daycare	each	week	and	the	breadth	and	complexity	of	the	meals	provided	that	won	my	more	

traditional	dad	over	the	first	time	they	came	to	pick	up	their	granddaughter	from	the	centre.		

But	here’s	the	other	thing:	the	cost.	Which,	I	won’t	lie,	was	significant.	Monthly	fees	for	the	infant	and	

toddler	rooms	were	our	second	largest	household	expense;	a	little	less	than	the	mortgage,	somewhat	more	than	

student	loans.	There	were	a	number	of	subsidized	spaces	for	which	we	didn’t	qualify,	and	the	so-called	Universal	

Child	Care	Benefit	was	of	little	help	to	anyone	except	for	oversized	novelty-cheque	manufacturers.		

All	of	this	brought	up	another	issue.	While	we	had	always	wanted	a	second	child,	could	we	afford	that?	

And	when?	The	answer	was,	eventually,	yes.	When	daycare	costs	were	finally	low	enough	in	Junior	

Kindergarten,	and	the	$60,000	in	student	loans	were	paid	off,	we	could	afford	to	have	two	kids	in	daycare	at	the	

same	time	–	one	part	time	as	a	JK-er,	one	full	time	as	an	infant	–	while	still	paying	our	other	monthly	bills.	Which	

meant	that,	for	the	four	years	in	between	our	kids,	monthly	child	care	fees	and	student	loan	payments	were	the	

most	effective	form	of	birth	control	in	our	household.		

When	our	son	came	into	our	lives,	we	were	grandfathered	for	a	space	at	the	daycare,	but	our	timing	was	

off,	six	months	off,	to	be	exact.	So	we	put	him	in	home	child	care	with	a	very	competent	woman	in	the	



neighbourhood	until	a	spot	opened	up	at	the	

daycare	in	the	toddler	program.	And	then,	the	

following	year,	the	split-shifts	began.	I	was	

responsible	for	drop-offs	at	school	and	daycare.	

My	partner	handled	pick-ups	on	his	bike	with	the	

bike	trailer,	and	later	the	tandem	bike	while	I	

picked	up	groceries	and	made	dinner	and	we	

took	turns	with	the	homework	and	bedtime	

routine.	We	had	what	I	referred	to	as	a	barely-balanced	schedule....which	was	blown	to	bits	the	winter	I	broke	

my	leg	and	was	housebound	for	three	months.		

And	then	we	achieved	the	brass	ring	of	child	care	convenience	in	2014-15	with	one	drop-off	and	one	

pick-up	in	the	same	location.	And	as	pretty	much	anyone	with	even	a	passing	knowledge	of	the	system	

understands,	this	simple	thing	is	a	life-changing	experience.	In	our	case	it	was	short-lived,	but	enough	to	

underscore	for	me	how	cavalierly	we	approach	child	care	and	early	childhood	education	in	this	country.	Parents	

bear	the	burden	of	navigating,	sometimes	at	opposite	ends	of	the	city,	a	piecemeal	and	unregulated	system	at	

tremendous	personal,	emotional	and	financial	cost.	And	those	who	staff	the	system	are	expected	to,	for	the	

most	part,	perform	their	“calling”	without	complaint,	and	with	compensation	that	in	no	way	approximates	the	

significance	of	their	work	or	recognizes	the	skill	and	professionalism	involved.		

So,	as	my	experience	evolved	and	became	more	complex,	I	grew	increasingly	frustrated	at	how	the	lack	

of	a	systemic	approach	leaves	parents,	children,	and	caregivers	twisting	in	the	wind	as	politicians	wax	poetic	

about	“investing	in	children”	on	the	one	hand,	or	raise	the	spectre	of	“institutionalized	child	care	factories”	on	

the	other.		

Please	don’t	misunderstand	me:	

even	now,	as	our	family’s	formal	

involvement	in	the	child	care	network	that	

so	supported	us	for	the	past	decade	comes	

to	an	end,	when	I	reflect	on	it	I	am	often	

overwhelmed	with	gratitude.	For	the	no-

nonsense	advice.	For	the	sweet	updates	

about	daily	activities.	For	the	hugs	and	

reassurance	when	drop-off	seemed	

excruciating.	For	the	years	of	sign	language	

Those	who	staff	the	system	are	expected	to,	
for	the	most	part,	perform	their	“calling”	
without	complaint,	and	with	compensation	
that	in	no	way	approximates	the	significance	
of	their	work	or	recognizes	the	skill	and	
professionalism	involved.	



and	the	lessons	about	whales	and	dinosaurs	and	geography.	For	the	literally	six	collective	decades	of	experience	

in	the	infant	room	alone.		

But	what	I	also	remember	is	the	emotional	rollercoaster:	the	sustained	wave	of	panic	about	whether	we	

could	find	a	space	before	going	back	to	work,	followed	by	the	relief	at	finding	a	space,	followed	by	the	

overwhelming	shock	at	the	cost	of	the	space,	followed	by	the	rejigging	of	the	household	budget	to	manage	the	

shock	more	effectively,	followed	by	a	bit	of	a	plateau	while	finances	leveled	out	and	a	sort	of	convenient	

amnesia	set	in…	until	the	second	child.	Then	repeat:	panic,	relief,	panic…	and	a	prolonged	tentative	state	where	

anything	–	a	cold,	a	snowstorm,	a	meeting,	that	broken	leg	–	could	upset	the	delicate	balance	we’d	managed	to	

achieve.	

Now,	remember	that	this	is	the	experience	of	a	middle-income	couple	with	steady,	unionized	

employment	and	benefits,	in	a	well-established	downtown	neighbourhood.	We	are	a	dual-income	household.	

Our	kids	do	not	have	special	needs.	We	are	not	precariously	employed.	We	are	not	socio-economically	or	racially	

marginalized.	We	do	not	live	in	a	rural	or	remote	community.	While	car-less,	we	have	access	to	public	

transportation.	We	have	flexible,	child-friendly,	accommodating	workplaces.	We	could	take	time	off	at	fully	

topped-up	pay	to	be	with	our	kids	for	the	first	12	months.	We	work	(mostly)	regular	hours.	We	were	walking	

distance	from	our	public	school	and	our	daycare,	both	of	which	are	excellent.	

So,	yes.	In	a	country	that	does	not	adequately	prioritize	the	care	and	well-being	of	its	youngest	and	most	

vulnerable,	my	family	—	as	a	result	of	our	luck,	location,	and	privilege	—	can	manage,	with	some	mishaps,	to	

navigate	the	patchwork,	piecemeal,	punitively-priced	market-based	child	care	system	that	does	exist,	with	some	

sacrifices	but	without	devastating	hardship.	

But	come	on!	That’s	an	excruciatingly	low-water	mark	for	one	of	the	wealthiest	countries	in	the	world.	A	

country	that	should	(and	indeed	does)	know	better.		

So	what	do	we	know?	We	know	that	while	people	are	waiting	a	little	longer	to	get	married	or	to	have	

children,	the	share	of	Canadians	who	live	as	couples	has	remained	fairly	constant	over	the	past	two	decades.	

Birth	rates	have	risen	and	fallen	but,	today,	have	climbed	close	to	where	they	were	30	years	ago.	But	there’s	no	

question	that	there	have	been	some	fairly	significant	changes	to	how	families	work.	

								Men	have	seen	their	full-time	incomes	increase	by	only	5%	over	the	last	30	years.	Not	coincidentally,	today,	

two-thirds	of	women	aged	25-54	are	working	35	or	more	hours	a	week,	up	from	less	than	half	of	that	same	

cohort	of	women	30	years	ago	when	men’s	wages	were	beginning	to	stagnate.	Note	that	the	relatively	stable	

rates	of	male	participation	in	the	workplace	while	female	participation	increased	suggests	that	women	were	not	

simply	“replacing”	men,	but	rather	that	the	workforce	was	expanding.	Of	course,	this	is	not	the	only	reason	

women	in	greater	numbers	are	working.	Many	of	us	actually	like	it	and	find	it	fulfilling.	But	there	is	no	question	



that	this	is	more	than	a	matter	of	choice	–	for	many	families	it’s	a	necessity	in	order	to	keep	households	

financially	afloat.	

So,	on	the	one	hand	we	have	more	

women	in	the	workplace,	by	choice,	and	by	

necessity,	and	to	our	societal	benefit.	Because,	

like	many	people,	I	believe	that	when	women	

from	all	socioeconomic	backgrounds	are	

represented	in	every	facet	of	society,	in	every	

profession,	and	in	every	policy	decision,	we	all	

gain.			

On	the	other	hand,	we	have	the	broader	

economic	context	of	stagnant	wages	and	crushing	levels	of	household	debt	as	families	try	to	stay	afloat	in	a	time	

of	fiscal	uncertainty	and	growing	workforce	precarity;	where	living	paycheque	to	paycheque	is	a	reality	for	far	

too	many	people,	particularly	women	and	especially	women	of	colour,	who	are	over-represented	in	precarious	

work.			

And	on	the	third	hand	–	yes,	I	know	that’s	three	hands,	but	bear	with	me	–	we	have	a	tremendous	

unmet	need	for	institutions	and	policies	that	reflect	how	families	are	changing,	how	workforces	are	changing,	

how	societies	are	changing,	and	how,	with	all	this,	children	still	need	to	be	cared	for	and	families	cannot	do	it	

alone.	And	to	continue	to	pretend	that	this	current	patchwork	system	that	shortchanges	all	of	us	but	particularly	

the	most	vulnerable	is	somehow	bearable	is	the	worst	kind	of	outdated	shortsightedness.			

The	research	from	other	industrialized	countries	suggests	that	when	child	care	is	affordable	and	readily	

available	not	only	do	more	women	work,	they	are	more	likely	to	have	children.	But	currently	we	have	over	a	half	

million	kids	in	Canada	with	two	working	parents	and	no	child	care	space.	And	while	there’s	no	question	that	the	

federal	government’s	new	Canada	Child	Care	Benefit	is	a	vast	improvement	over	the	Universal	Child	Benefit	

(CCB),	it	does	not	create	a	single	child	care	space.	Furthermore,	it’s	not	indexed	to	inflation	which,	unless	

corrected,	will	reduce	the	value	of	the	benefit	over	time.	And	none	of	this	adequately	addresses	the	shameful	

levels	of	child	poverty	experienced	by	Indigenous	children	in	Canada,	both	on-	and	off-reserve.	Meanwhile,	a	

human	rights	tribunal	had	to	issue	a	second	order	for	compliance	after	it	ruled	last	winter	that	the	federal	

government	had	discriminated	against	First	Nations	children	in	the	delivery	of	child	welfare	services	on	

reserve.				

There’s	no	question	the	CCB	will	help	lift	a	significant	number	of	families	out	of	poverty,	and	this	is	a	

very	good	thing.	But	while	it	helps	meet	one	fundamental	need	for	some	families,	it	does	not	come	close	to	



addressing	another	very	tangible	one	for	many	others:	the	need	for	a	high-quality,	accessible,	community-based,	

flexible	ECE	system,	staffed	with	properly	compensated	child	care	professionals	who	are	recognized	for	the	

tremendous	value	they	bring	to	the	children	they	help	care	for,	the	families	they	support,	the	workforce	in	

which	they	participate,	and	the	communities	in	which	they	live.		

Lessons from child care 	
Here’s	the	thing:	I	adore	my	kids.	They	rock	my	world	on	a	daily	basis,	even	while	simultaneously	

managing	to	remind	me	far	too	often	with	their	behavioural	quirks	that	I	too	was	probably	a	big	jerk	to	my	

parents	from	time	to	time.	So	I	try	my	level-headed	best	to	be	as	honest	and	empathetic	and	reasonable	and	

patient	as	I	possibly	can,	while	keeping	my	sense	of	humour	within	easy	reach.	And	most	days	I	think	I	pass	

whatever	test	we	parents	set	for	ourselves.	But	if	I’m	being	totally	honest	with	myself,	I	know	for	a	fact	that	I	am	

a	much	better	parent	to	my	kids	for	not	having	stayed	home	with	them	past	that	first	year.		Which	brings	me	to	

the	“Lessons	I	learned	from	my	kids’	educators”	portion	of	my	talk.	

1. From	Ethel	I	learned	that	of	course	

kids	cry	at	daycare...just	like	they	cry	

at	home.	

2. From	Wendy	I	was	reminded--and	this	

may	sound	like	common	sense	but	

was	kind	of	earth-shattering	to	me	at	

the	time	because	I	grew	up	in	a	fairly	

traditional	household--that	even	very	

little	kids	are	entitled	to	their	privacy	

so	that	they	can	learn	to	respect	others’	right	to	their	own.	

3. From	the	entire	toddler	room	staff	I	learned	that	we	allow	adults	to	have	“bad	days”;	why	don’t	we	

allow	kids	the	same	privilege?	

4. From	Jenn	I	learned	that	sometimes	kids	can	just	act	like	jerks.		

5. And	I	learned	that	when	you’re	having	a	crap	day,	sometimes	the	best	hug	you’ll	get	is	from	

Marti	in	the	infant	room.		

There	were	practical	lessons	too:	Toilet	training?	That	was	daycare.	Predicting	when	my	kid	was	getting	

sick	by	the	way	their	breath	smelled--or,	you	know,	the	state	of	their	diaper?	Daycare.	Outgrowing	naptime?	

Daycare.		

What	I	mean	is,	the	influence	of	my	kids’	child	care	workers	extended	far	beyond	the	9-5	day.	Those	

women	–and	they	were	predominantly	women	–provided	an	ongoing	network	of	support	to	myself	and	my	



partner	who	were	in	Ottawa	without	extended	family	to	help	us	out.	They	gave	us	advice	based	on	decades	of	

experience.	And	on	our	end	we	helped	with	fundraising,	donating	toys	and	art	supplies,	participating	on	hiring	

panels	and	in	collective	agreement	negotiations,	and	getting	up	at	midnight	to	go	over	and	shovel	the	walkway	

in	winter	(although	to	be	fair,	that	was	my	partner,	not	me).		

There’s	no	question	child	care	workers	have	enriched	the	lives	of	not	just	my	children	and	the	friends	

they’ve	made	there	through	the	years,	and	not	just	our	family,	They	shop	in	the	same	stores,	go	to	the	same	

Bridgehead	for	coffee,	ask	about	my	kids	after	all	these	years.	And	I	still	see	them	take	the	current	year’s	toddler	

class	for	walks	down	the	streets	my	kids	walked	down	years	before,	two-by-two,	holding	the	guide-rope,	

wearing	matching	sun-hats,	pointing	out	signs	of	the	changing	seasons.		

There’s	also	no	question	that,	on	the	whole,	child	care	workers	get	nowhere	near	the	compensation,	

benefits	and	job	security	they	deserve	for	the	work	they	do.	Some	cannot	afford	the	fees	to	enroll	their	own	kids	

at	the	facilities	in	which	they	work,	which,	of	course,	speaks	to	two	issues:	the	price	of	fees	that	Ontario	is	on	

average	well	over	$1,000	for	an	infant	space;	and	how	we	as	a	society	value	the	work	of	those	who	help	care	for	

and	raise	and	educate	our	kids.	It	also	speaks	to	how	we	as	a	society	value	the	work,	paid	and	unpaid,	that	is	

predominantly	done,	or	at	least	expected	to	be	done,	by	women.	

Part	of	the	reason,	of	course,	is	that	the	“caring”	professions	which	are	mainly	staffed	by	women—and	

often	women	of	colour	–	are	seen	as	sort	of	a	genetically-implanted	calling.	Because	women	are	biologically	

predisposed,	even	driven	to	soothe	fevered	brows	and	wipe	away	tears	and	apply	band-aids	and	cheer	everyone	

up	with	homemade	cookies.	Ladies,	it’s	in	our	nature.	So,	given	that	apparently	caring	for	children	isn’t	a	

conscious	choice	so	much	as	part	of	our	birthright,	to	demand	proper	compensation	for	the	education,	training,	

experience	and	perseverance	required	to	pursue	this	profession	seems	a	bit,	you	know,	mercenary.	Suspicious.	

Not	very...maternal.	Almost	as	if	child	care	workers	who	point	out	the	inadequacies	of	their	pay	are	somehow	in	

it	for	the	wrong	reasons.	It’s	ridiculous,	of	course.	But	it’s	an	attitude	that	pervades	how	we	think	of,	value,	and	

compensate	so	many	of	the	traditionally	female-dominated	professions	like	nursing,	social	work,	teaching	and	

yes,	child	care.		

And	precarity	is	growing:	half	of	workers	aged	25-65	in	the	GTA	and	greater	Hamilton	area	(where	I’m	

from)	are	in	precarious,	insecure	work,	an	increase	of	50%	over	the	last	20	years.	And	there	are	huge	spinoff	

effects:	depression,	a	sense	of	isolation,	an	inability	to	forge	long-term	relationships	or	even	have	enough	time	

to	get	to	know	neighbours.	After	all,	a	poorly	paid,	insecure	and	underappreciated	employee	who	is	trying	to	

figure	out	if	they	have	enough	time	to	pick	up	dinner	and	drop	it	off	for	their	family	at	home	before	rushing	off	

to	their	other	part	time	job	makes	for	a	rather	distracted,	stressed,	and	overtired	worker,	neighbour,	friend,	

partner,	and	parent.		



This	growing	unpredictability	and	instability	families	are	experiencing	is	putting	more	pressure	on	the	

already	insufficient	number	of	child	care	spots	in	this	province.	It	is	also	putting	more	pressure	on	the	people--

who	may	themselves	be	precariously	employed,	who	in	turn	help	care	for	those	kids	from	economically	

precarious	households.	

There’s	no	question	that	precarity	undermines	community	at	its	most	fundamental.	It	makes	it	more	

difficult	for	people	to	have	free	time	to	relax,	to	read	and	spend	time	with	friends	and	family,	to	forge	personal	

connections.	Hell,	it	makes	it	more	difficult	to	have	kids.	And	I	would	argue	that	because	of	precarity,	and	to	

counter	its	soul-sucking	effects,	community	institutions	that	bring	people	together	and	provide	a	sense	of	

stability	and	a	network	of	support	on	a	very	human	level	become	even	more	important.	

Schools	are	one	such	institution,	which	is	why	closing	inner-city	schools	that	fulfilled	so	many	

community	roles	outside	traditional	school	hours	like	adult-ed	and	ECE	programming	is	such	a	wrongheaded	

decision.	Community	centres	are	another.	And	I	would	argue	that	child	care	centres	are	as	well.	Yes,	I’m	basing	

this	in	part	on	my	personal	experience	with	our	daycare,	its	deep	connections	with	our	neighbourhood,	and	the	

relationships	we	forged	with	the	people	who	worked	there	and	the	families	whose	kids	went	there	too.	But	at	a	

time	when	the	forces	of	austerity	and	commodification	and	marketization	are	undermining	community	at	every	

level,	we	have	never	had	a	greater	need	for	programs	and	physical	spaces	that	are	designed	to	connect	and	

support	us,	to	pool	our	resources,	bolster	our	strengths,	and	help	us	overcome	our	vulnerabilities.		

General	consensus,	Oprah,	and	Hillary	Clinton	agree	that	it	takes	a	village	to	raise	a	child.	But	I’m	more	

interested	in	building	a	village	that	helps	raise	all	kids	and	supports	their	families	in	the	process,	rather	than	

building	a	village	for	each	child,	where	the	majority	of	kids	and	their	families	are	forced	to	make	do,	and	a	

handful	of	others	have	their	own	personal	gated	community.		

Countries	with	a	more	advanced	approach	to	family	policies	including	child	care	have	demonstrated	that	

it	is	of	benefit	even	to	moms	who	do	not	work	or	who	are	employed	part-time	because	it	provides	additional	

educational	and	social	opportunities	for	their	kids.	It	also	provides	support	for	parents	who	are	transitioning	

back	into	the	workforce.		

					There	are,	in	addition,	tremendous	benefits	to	creating	a	secure	

and	well-compensated	child	care	workforce	that	actively	

participate	in	communities	across	the	country.	So	yes,	there’s	little	

doubt	that	the	returns	on	investment	for	a	regulated,	universal,	

public	ECE	system	would	be	far-reaching,	community-enriching,	

and	profound.				

				School	readiness	also	factors	into	the	return	on	investment.	

Because	it’s	so	good	for	so	
many	and	so	much,	child	care	
is	an	issue	that	resonates	far	
beyond	kids,	parents	and	
caregivers.	



Targeting	resources	at	young	children	in	child	care	helps	ensure	that	they	are	more	receptive	to	learning	and	

socializing	in	a	classroom	environment	when	they	begin	kindergarten,	and	can	hit	the	ground	running,	so	to	

speak.	This	issue	became	even	more	key	in	Ontario	with	the	introduction	of	full-day	kindergarten,	and	the	need	

for	programs,	resources,	staff	and	funding	to	support	this	initiative.		

But	I’ll	be	honest:	I’m	leery	of	the	“building	better	babies”	argument,	because	it’s	often	cynically	used	as	

a	selling	feature	by	Baby	Einstein	or	yogurt	producers	or	French	Immersion	proponents	or	manufacturers	of	tiny	

speakers	that	moms	are	supposed	to	insert	into	their	vaginas	so	their	fetus	can	be	treated	to	brain-enhancing	

classical	music.	Apparently	it’s	never	too	early	to	stimulate	your	child’s	neurological	impulses	and	prepare	them	

to	take	their	place	in	the	global	knowledge	economy!	

That	said,	there	is	no	question	that,	particularly	for	vulnerable	populations,	quality	daycare	can	be	life-

changing:	helping	to	ease	the	transition	to	school,	teaching	early	learning	skills,	and	providing	general	support	

for	and	advice	to	families	struggling	with	socioeconomic	marginalization.	We’ve	seen	this	in	various	

industrialized	countries	that	have	experimented	with	ECE	programs	targeted	to	the	most	vulnerable.		

But	I	also	think	that	there’s	tremendous	benefit	in	young	children	learning	how	to	socialize	with	other	

kids	and	adults;	to	negotiate	relationships;	to	understand	how	to	be	comforted	by,	trust	in,	and	learn	from	other	

children	and	adults;	to	begin	to	self-regulate;	and	to	become	aware	of	the	fact	that	not	everyone	eats	the	foods	

they	eat,	or	speaks	the	same	language	at	home,	or	celebrates	the	same	holidays,	or	can	negotiate	heavy	doors	

without	assistance	or	stairs	without	a	ramp,	or	has	a	family	that	looks	like	theirs.		

One	of	the	most	valuable	lessons	my	kids	learned	at	daycare	was	that	not	everyone	learns	in	the	same	

way,	or	at	the	same	pace,	that	all	people	deserve	empathy	and	patience,	and	that	we	are	all,	to	some	extent	and	

in	relation	to	our	ability,	responsible	for	looking	out	for	those	who	are	more	vulnerable.		

So,	yes.	For	all	these	reasons	–	financial,	social,	and	academic	–	quality	child	care	and	early	childhood	

education	isn’t	just	a	realistic	proposal,	but	a	highly	strategic	and	intelligent	one.	It’s	good	for	kids.	It’s	good	for	

women.	It’s	good	for	families.	It’s	good	for	communities.	It’s	good	for	the	economy.	It’s	good	for	the	educational	

process.	And	it’s	good	for	the	workforce.		

And	because	it’s	so	good	for	so	many	and	so	much,	child	care	is	an	issue	that	resonates	far	beyond	kids,	

parents	and	caregivers.		

So,	from	a	mobilization	perspective,	where	can	we	start?	

We’re	at	a	pivotal	time	in	Canadian	politics	–not	because	I	think	all	our	problems	have	magically	been	

solved	simply	by	a	change	in	government.	But	we	have	a	newish,	self-declared	feminist	and	parent	of	young	

children	as	Prime	Minister	who	is	also	the	Minister	of	Youth.	The	issues	we’re	talking	about	tonight	–	child	care	

and	early	childhood	education,	student	debt,	intergenerational	inequality	–	should	find	resonance	and	traction	



in	his	portfolios	and	his	personal	life.	They	should	also	be	high	on	the	agenda	of	a	Cabinet	committed	to	gender	

parity.	Because	it’s	2016.	

We	are	also,	in	Ontario,	at	a	key	moment.	The	Child	Care	and	Early	Years	Act	has	given	child	care	

advocates	additional	opportunities	to	push	the	conversation	forward	on	ensuring	an	accessible,	high	quality	and	

integrated	system.	The	recent	Throne	Speech	promised	more	money	for	child	care	spaces,	which	is	certainly	a	

welcome	move,	although	it’s	unclear	where,	exactly,	those	spaces	will	be.	And,	as	always,	we’ll	have	to	wait	to	

see	what	it	means	for	affordability,	which	still	continues	to	be	a	significant	barrier	as	young	families	deal	with	

the	compounded	realities	of	paying	off	their	own	student	debt	while	trying	to	manage	child	care	fees	and	saving	

for	their	child’s	education,	as	well	as	for	their	own	retirement.			

This	momentum	is	by	no	means	limited	to	Ontario.	New	Brunswick’s	Child	Care	Task	Force’s	final	report	

was	recently	released	and	made	the	point	that	“childcare,	once	considered	a	women’s	issue,	is	now	widely	

regarded	as	a	key	element	of	social	infrastructure.	Early	learning	and	childcare	as	social	infrastructure	requires	

increased	public	investment	to	support	curriculum	that	is	well	researched,	well-funded,	thoughtfully	

implemented	and	carefully	monitored;	educators	and	operators	who	are	well-educated	with	ongoing	access	to	

professional	development	and	education;	and	local	governance	and	coordination	of	services.”	

So,	given	the	provincial	and	federal	political	context,	where	do	we	find	common	ground	and	points	of	

convergence	on	which	to	push	the	conversation	forward?	This	is	where	I	think	we	need	to	think	big,	and	think	

creatively.	

First	and	foremost,	no	discussion	of	child	care	policy	can	take	place	without	clear	recognition	of	

Canada’s	colonialist	history,	the	devastating	legacy	of	residential	schools,	and	the	government-sanctioned	

practice	of	“cultural	assimilation”	which	is	just	a	nicer	way	of	saying	cultural	genocide.	When	it	comes	to	the	

education	and	well-being	of	First	Peoples,	particularly	children,	our	record	as	a	country	–	not	to	put	too	fine	a	

point	on	it	–	stinks.	As	a	result,	any	movement	for	universal	child	care	must	acknowledge	this	historical	context,	

respect	the	need	for	self-determination	in	the	care	and	well-being	of	First	Nations,	Metis	and	Inuit	children,	and	

recognize	the	need	for	ECE	policies	rooted	in	Indigenous	tradition,	designed	to	protect	and	preserve	Indigenous	

cultures.		

The	ongoing	fight	for	pay	equity	is	one	where	we	must	all	support	each	other,	particularly	across	

sectors,	because	a	catalyst	for	change	can	come	from	unexpected	sources.	The	trick	is	to	keep	up	the	

momentum,	which	lays	the	groundwork	for	the	the	times	when	political	moments	present	themselves.			

Student	debt	is	a	reality	too	many	graduates	live	with,	and	the	ramifications	of	it	are	profound,	and	

similar	to	the	effects	of	precarious	employment:	depression,	poverty,	wage	scarring,	and	a	postponement	of	

major	life	decisions	including	moving	out	of	their	parents’	house,	beginning	a	relationship	or	starting	a	family.	



Certainly	for	myself	and	my	partner,	student	debt	was	a	major	issue	in	our	family	planning,	particularly	when	

coupled	with	child	care	fees	which	can	make	the	ability	to	find	affordable	child	care	almost	an	accident	of	birth.	

Availability	of	child	care	on	university	and	college	campuses	is	also	a	major	issue	as	governments	and	university	

and	college	administrators	pay	rhetorical	homage	to	the	principle	of	“lifelong	learning”	while	remaining	

strangely	silent	on	the	structures	that	are	needed	to	make	it	an	actual	reality.	The	Canadian	Federation	of	

Students	is	advocating	for	better	student	supports,	and	for	zero	tuition,	arguing	that	public	investment	in	post-

secondary	education	is	not	only	a	way	to	reverse	inequality	but	also	a	very	smart	and	much	more	economically	

efficient	policy	decision.	These	are	the	young	people	who	hope	–one	day	–	to	be	the	parents	of	the	kids	who	will	

need	child	care.	Your	struggles	are	deeply	connected.	Give	them	a	call.		

The	fight	for	a	living	wage,	and	a	basic	standard	of	living	for	all	workers,	particularly	those	who	continue	

to	be	economically	and	socially	marginalized,	should	be	on	everyone’s	agenda.	Women	and	workers	of	colour	

are	disproportionately	represented	in	low-income,	precarious,	insecure	work	so	there	is	not	only	a	class	and	a	

gender	analysis	to	be	aware	of,	but	a	racial	one	as	well.	The	fight	for	a	universal	child	care	system	is	deeply	

linked	to	living	wage	movements	and	protections	for	all	workers,	especially	the	most	vulnerable.	We	must	work	

together.		

Child	care	represents	a	huge	community	benefit	because	it’s	a	draw	for	families.	It	helps	create	

neighbourhood	stability.	It	represents	a	workforce,	ideally	one	that’s	properly	compensated	with	benefits,	and	

residents	who	shop	in	those	stores,	have	coffee	with	their	neighbours,	and	contribute	to	their	communities.	We	

talk	a	great	deal	about	building	sustainable	communities	and	cities	that	are	safe	and	workable	for	women.	Local	

child	care	facilities	should	be	a	key	part	of	this	discussion.	The	Federation	of	Canadian	Municipalities	has	a	broad	

base	of	municipal	members	and	the	issue	of	child	care	needs	to	be	part	of	their	agenda.		

Finally,	grandparents.	Because	in	the	absence	of	daycare,	often	the	responsibility	of	child	care	will	fall	to	

them.	This	works	for	some	families,	but	certainly	not	for	all.	And	it’s	no	way	to	guarantee	a	basic	level	of	

assistance,	stability	or	affordability	to	all	families.	As	such,	it	often	reinforces	the	societal	divides	that	already	

exist.	It	also	assumes	that	seniors	are	prepared	for	or	even	want	the	responsibility.	And	while	I	have	tremendous	

respect	for	intergenerational	socialization	and	knowledge	sharing,	to	assume	that	this	will	“solve”	the	issue	of	

inadequate	child	care	is	to	continue	the	practice	of	seeing	ECE	as	unpaid	work	while	paying	political	and	

rhetorical	lip-service	to	“it	takes	a	village-ism”.	So	by	all	means,	seniors	need	to	be	part	of	the	movement	for	

universal	child	care.	We	should	also	remember	that	the	strength	of	the	Quebec	Student	Strike	of	2012	was	

because	of	the	work	student	activists	did	with	the	generation	that	had	fought	for	affordable	education	in	the	

first	place.		



Parenthood	helped	my	partner	and	I	

understand	our	strengths.	It	also	forced	us	

to	recognize	our	limits:	as	individuals,	as	a	

couple,	and	then	as	a	family.		And	as	a	

society	we	need	to	recognize	the	fact	that,	

in	many	ways,	we	have	reached	our	limits.	

As	families,	we	have	reached	our	financial	

limits,	working	harder	for	stagnant	wages,	

with	household	debt	levels	so	high	that	the	

only	reason	the	entire	system	hasn’t	come	

crashing	down	is	because	interest	rates	are	currently	so	low.	As	workers,	particularly	those	in	precarious	jobs,	

we	have	reached	our	limits.	We	are	working	longer	and	harder	than	ever	before,	in	spite	of	research	that	

indicates	this	is	actually	counterintuitive	to	building	healthy	workplaces	or	healthy	communities.	Many	others	

are	living	paycheque-to-paycheque,	with	no	room	for	error	when	it	comes	to	making	ends	meet.		

And	our	current	system,	such	as	it	is,	of	child	care	–	piecemeal,	patchwork,	pricey	–	has	undeniably	

reached	its	limits.	Think	of	those	half	million	kids	in	Canada	without	a	space.	Think	of	Ottawa’s	10,000-name	

waiting	list	back	in	2007.	Think	of	Ontario’s	$1,000+	in	median	monthly	fees	for	an	infant	space.		

This	is	where	we’re	at	right	now.	It	is	not	working.	It’s	not	working	for	women,	for	families,	for	workers,	

for	kids.		And	we	have	reached	our	emotional,	financial	and	practical	limits	trying	to	make	it	bearable.		

Further,	there	is	an	expanding	circle	of	allies	working	with	these	same	issues	because	of	how	they	

impact	their	various	constituencies.	We	need	to	get	better	at	collaborating	across	issues,	sectors,	and	

generations.	The	stakes	are	too	high	to	do	otherwise.	

What	we	need	now	are	policies	that	address	the	extreme	cost	and	shortage	of	spaces,	systemic	

inequality,	economic	precarity,	and	the	gender	wage	gap,	and	social	programs	that	do	not	ignore	the	realities	

families	are	dealing	with	today.	The	thing	is,	there’s	no	shortage	of	evidence	as	to	the	policies	that	we	need,	and	

the	benefits	that	they	bring.		

So,	I’m	going	to	conclude	by	paraphrasing	my	fantastic	coworker	Kate	McInturff:	It’s	2016.	It’s	time	for	

our	family	policies	to	grow	up.	And	nowhere	is	this	more	evident	than	when	it	comes	to	political	attitudes	

towards	child	care	and	early	childhood	education.		

	

- Erika	Shaker	is	the	Director	of	the	Education	Project	at	the	Canadian	Centre	for	Policy	Alternatives.	
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